
Welcome and introductions – Bill Winner

Annual Sustainability Report preview - Tracy Dixon

• The Annual Sustainability Report is at the printer. Circulated a hard copy proof of the report and showed a preview of the online version.
• Appointed CEST members will receive a hard copy.
• Once hard copies arrive a large electronic distribution will provide notice of the report to the rest of campus.

Meet an NC State Steward – Amelia Fujikawa

• Interested in Corporate Social Responsibility
• Interned with a chemical plant, started a recycling program, won a Think and Do award

NC State Steward projects – Jason Endries, Amelia Fujikawa & Eric Rizzo

• See attached presentation for details. Below were points of conversation.
• Plastics project - suggestion to have bins at Atrium and to pair them with waste and recycling bins at Talley, importance of elimination of single use plastics
• Garden project- suggestion by Tom S. to connect with OUA, Dick B asked for clarification about the SOUL garden.
• Energy competitions - competitions have been very successful and will be happening with in the Tri Towers and Wolf Ridge this month, last year’s saved enough energy to take a residence hall offline for a month
• Campus Connections – Keith Smith asked if Dining could attend. Stewards offered to share date and location of the meeting.
• Walt suggested making connections with academic efforts in each of these areas

New sustainable energy minor – Bill Winner

• 1 required course, 1 energy/technology course, 3 other courses and one seminar
• Relies heavily on advising in order to meet guidelines
• Cannot use major courses to count as minor, must be outside of main area of study
• Greg Wilson is the lead advisor for this minor and more information can be found through the Division of Academic and Student Affairs

sustainability.ncsu.edu/team
Round table updates/information items – Bill Winner and All

• Sean Fokes - energy competitions this month
• Keith Smith- Oct 7th- local kale and collards, local apples on the 27th
• Claudia- Annual Energy Report awaiting final approval
• Tom S. - Metal arches on Morrill Drive, Monday the 13th, pedestrian safety and campus edges, will eventually interface with an underpass of Western Blvd.
• Tom K. - Alternative Vehicle Showcase at Brickyard on October 15th (see flyer)
• Megan - Eco Village looking for capstone projects, looking for more faculty/research projects, PackLink possibilities
• Tracy - AASHE Conference this month, shared results of topics of interest poll
• Dick - thanks for having these meetings
• Michael O - officially taking Brian’s position and will be sending tactics
• Analis - Solar Belly compactor to be installed next week at Carmichael

Adjourn

Information Items

• Oct. 15 is Campus Sustainability Day and will feature the Alternative Fuel Vehicle Showcase from 10-1, in partnership with Staff Senate
• Preferred educational session topics from the poll in order of preference: comparison of NC State’s progress to peers, Stewards projects, Sustainability Fund, Smart grid, STARS, Eco Village, Energy program

Next meeting: Nov. 7
Standing meetings are Fridays at 10:30 every 4-6 weeks